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Why speed? 

 

  high priority concern in Safer 
Journeys strategy 

  responsible for 20% of all fatal 
and serious injuries in crashes 

  fundamental aspect of a safe 
system 

  intense opposition to change 



We say 

the speed limit is the maximum safe speed 

the road should suggest the right speed limit 

more people should be travelling at the right speeds 

there should be fewer high speed crashes 

it will take a big shift in attitudes to lose 5 km/h 

people need to understand their vulnerability in a crash 

speeding is dangerous 



They say 

speeding isn’t that wrong 

the speed limit’s 110 km/h 

posted speed limits are about right 

we can drive the same in any conditions 

we like driving fast 

we’re better than average 

it’s not about the journey time 



Different conversations 
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Our blueprint 

Key features of our tone and manner: 

Ø  ownership of the problem by the audience 

Ø  engage the concerns of the target audience 

Ø  realistic situations and people 

Ø  the unexpected – to surprise the viewer 

Ø  strong emotional reactions from the audience – 
humour, anger, horror, grief, joy 



The insight 

“I’m a good driver, it’s those other idiots out there that you 
need to worry about” 



The ad 



Media 



Great content has mass appeal 
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Advertising performance 
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Leading the world 
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Behaviour: speed surveys 



Attitudes are shifting 



Voice given to the silent majority 



Thank You! 


